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The pinning of asymmetric transverse magnetic domain walls by constrictions and protrusions in thin permalloy nanowires is directly observed using the Fresnel mode of magnetic imaging. Different domain wall ͑DW͒/trap configurations are initialized using in situ applied magnetic fields, and the resulting configurations are imaged both at remanence and under applied fields. The nature of the chirality dependent pinning potentials created by the traps is clearly observed. The effect of the asymmetry of the DW is discussed. Micromagnetic simulations are also presented, which are in excellent agreement with the experiments. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. ͓doi:10.1063/1.3523351͔
A thorough understanding of the interaction between magnetic domain walls ͑DWs͒ and artificially engineered defects in nanoscale ferromagnetic wires is greatly desirable from a fundamental point of view and is also of vital importance to a number of DW based logic and memory devices, as well as to related studies such as domain wall ͑DW͒/spin wave interactions 1 or current induced DW motion. 2, 3 Topographical features such as corners, junctions, constrictions, and protrusions in otherwise straight nanostrips allow control of the DWs as they create changes in the energy landscape, which modify the local propagation fields. Switching the field measurements of nanowires containing constrictions and protrusions have recently given rise to a comprehensive description of DW pinning mechanisms. 4 In particular, the systematic dependency of the pinning energy potential on the chirality of the incoming DW was established. Transverse DWs ͑TDW͒ pinned in protrusions and constrictions were recently imaged, 5, 6 but either only one DW chirality or only one type of trap was studied. Here, we use the Fresnel mode of Lorentz transmission electron microscopy to directly image the pinning of TDWs in protrusions and constrictions. The wire dimensions investigated cause asymmetric TDWs ͑ATDWs͒ to be pinned. Although the overall pinning mechanism is found to be similar to the one governing the trapping of symmetric TDWs ͑STDWs͒ in narrower structures, the asymmetry of the TDW does play a role in the depinning process. The results of micromagnetic simulations are shown in parallel.
The samples were fabricated using electron beam lithography, thermal evaporation of 9 nm thick permalloy, and a lift-off process on top of 50 nm thick Si 3 N 4 membranes. Magnetic characterization was carried out using the Fresnel mode of Lorentz microscopy performed in a Philips CM20 FEG TEM suitable for in situ magnetizing experiments. 7 In this microscope, field free imaging conditions are achieved by turning off the objective lens and instead using a pair of mini-Lorentz lenses situated above and below the objective lens pole pieces. During the in situ field-induced DW depinning experiments performed here, the objective lens was weakly excited to provide an out-of-plane field H z of 48 Oe. The magnitude of the field in the plane of the specimen was varied by tilting the specimen. A maximum tilt angle of 41°w as sufficient to completely reverse the wires in this study, which corresponds to a maximum in-plane field of 32 Oe and a H z of 36 Oe. The structures are 600 nm wide arcs subtending an angle ␣ of 60°, with a radius of curvature R = 7.5 m measured to the center of the wire ͓see Fig. 1͑a͔͒ . The protrusions and constrictions are semicircles of radius R trap , equal to half the wire width ͑w͒, and placed in the middle of the structure. An in-plane magnetic field H sat of ϳ4200 Oe was applied, which saturated the magnetization in both sides of the arc downwards, therefore creating a head to head ͑HH͒ TDW with the core magnetization pointing down at the trap. The chirality of the DWs created here, defined by the sense of rotation of the magnetization when going through the DW from left to right, is clockwise. In order to create a DW of opposite chirality, the curvature of the arc should be inverted. However, when studying the interaction of a DW with a trap on one edge of the wire, simple symmetry consideration shows that reversing the chirality of the DW without moving the trap is geometrically equivalent to retaining the chirality of the DW and moving the trap onto the opposite side of the wire. 4 In this experimental study, we choose to do the latter. The curvature should have negligible effect on the DW pinning at such a large radius of curvature. 8 TDWs in ferromagnetic nanowires have a characteristic V-shape, uniquely defined by the chirality of the DW. In the case of the TDWs created upon the application of H sat , the wide side is on the outer edge of the arc. background. Intensity variations, referred to as fringes, also arise at the structure edges resulting from both the magnetic and electrostatic contributions. The fringe at one edge of the wire is thicker as a result of the asymmetric deflection of electrons by the Lorentz force and is indicative of the direction of magnetization in the wire. An ATDW ͑Ref. 9͒ is so called due to the magnetization curling in one direction ͑right, R, or left, L͒, breaking the left-right symmetry ͓Figs. 1͑b͒ and 1͑c͔͒. In this work, we consider both the effect of the chirality of the DW and the effect of the R-/L-asymmetry. Experimentally, the type of ATDW created cannot be controlled but it can be recognized by observing the contrast at the wire edge. In ͑d1͒, for example, the thick dark fringe that runs along the lower edge of the wire to the right of the TDW and continues along the edge of the protrusion indicates that the DW is a L-HHDW. The fact that we observe TDWs at these dimensions where vortex DWs are the stable configuration is attributed to the metastability of the transverse state in which the DWs are initially created. 10 Below, each experimental image is the corresponding calculated Fresnel image obtained from the micromagnetic configurations simulated using the OOMMF package 11 and with the profiles obtained using the scanning electron microscope images of the structures ͑M S =8ϫ 10 5 A / m, A =13 ϫ 10 −12 J / m, ␣ = 0.5, and cell size= 5 ϫ 5 ϫ 9 nm 3 ͒. All simulated depinning fields discussed in this paper were obtained with these simulations on the "real" structures. In order to differentiate the effect of the DW asymmetry from the effect of the other sources of asymmetry, such as random defects in the structure or misalignment of the arc with the applied field, straight, smooth, and perfectly symmetrical structures of identical dimensions ͑referred to as "perfect" structures͒, were also simulated. The perfect structures gave qualitatively identical results to the real ones. The out-ofplane component H z of the applied field present in the experiments was included in one case and found to have no effect on the depinning field. Fresnel images were calculated from the magnetic contribution only, ignoring electrostatic effects, and as a result, some differences in contrast appear along the wire edges, for example, the bright white line appearing along the wire edge in the calculated image does not appear in the experimental image due to the additional superimposed electrostatic contribution. As expected, a downward HHDW is seen to experience different potential landscapes in the vicinity of the different trap configurations: in ͑d1͒ and ͑e1͒, the equilibrium position of the ATDW is close to the middle of the trap, while in ͑f1͒ and ͑g1͒, it ends up at the side of the trap, in agreement with the potential profiles expected for STDWs ͑Ref. 4͒ and shown in ͑d4͒, ͑e4͒, ͑f4͒, and ͑g4͒. However, because of the asymmetry of the TDW, remanence images are not enough to conclude on the nature of the potential. In Fig. 1 ͓͑d2͒, ͑e2͒, In ͑d͒, the depinning fields were measured at H d + =10Ϯ 0.5 Oe/ H d − = −9.2Ϯ 0.5 Oe. They were calculated at Ϯ27.5Ϯ 2.5 Oe. The simulations performed on the perfect structures show that both R-and L-ATDWs are pinned in the middle of the trap and that the depinning fields depend on the DW type. In that case, the top narrow side of the DW is more free to move than the bottom wide side, and the leading edge of the DW during depinning is the narrow side. When a R-ATDW is pushed to the right, it simultaneously transforms into a L-ATDW ͑the leading edge of which is the narrow FIG. 1. ͑a͒ Schematics of the structures. When H Sat is applied, HHDWs are created at the trap. ͓͑b͒ and ͑c͔͒ Schematics of a R-and L-ATDW. ͓͑d͒-͑g͔͒ Experimental ͑top͒ and simulated ͑bottom͒ Fresnel images. ͑d1͒, ͑e1͒, ͑f1͒, and ͑g1͒ are taken at remanence after the field-induced DW creation. ͑d2͒, ͑e2͒, ͑f2͒, ͑g2͒, ͑d3͒, ͑e3͒, ͑f3͒, and ͑g3͒ are taken under magnetic field. The small arrows indicate the directions of the magnetization in the structure. The profiles used for the simulations were obtained using images of the real structures. ͑d4͒, ͑e4͒, ͑f4͒, and ͑g4͒ show the potential profiles obtained for STDWs ͑Ref. 5͒.
side͒ and depins at a higher field than when pulled. The potential that an ATDW experiences is an asymmetric well. In ͑d2͒ and ͑d3͒, a L-ATDW is seen to deform as its bottom wide side is pinned at the protrusion, while its top narrow side extends away from the trap. No asymmetry was detected in the pinning strength within the precision of the applied field. During the experiment, the out-of-plane component of the field at H d + = 10 Oe was H z = 47 Oe. In order to assess the effect of such a high out-of-plane field on the depinning field, the same simulations were run with H z = 130 Oe ͑the simulated value of H z was scaled to the simulated value of H d + ͒. H d + was still 27.5Ϯ 2.5 Oe. In ͑e͒, the depinning fields were measured at +12.5Ϯ 0.6 Oe/ −10.8Ϯ 0.5 Oe. They were calculated at Ϯ70Ϯ 10 Oe. Both simulations and experiments show that the bottom wide side of the DW is more free to move than the top narrow side so that the leading side of the DW as it leaves the trap in either direction is the wide side. If the wide side of the DW is not on the appropriate side initially ͑as in the case of a L-ATDW being pushed toward the right, for instance͒, the DW first transforms. In other words, the field H c required to change the ATDW type is lower than the depinning field. The positive and negative depinning fields are the same, as expected from simple symmetry considerations above H c . Figure 1 ͓͑e1͔͒ , shows a L-ATDW at remanence. In ͑e2͒, this DW has transformed into a R-ATDW as it is pushed using a field above H c . In ͑e3͒, a L-ATDW is pulled toward the left.
In ͑f͒, the depinning fields were measured at +14.1Ϯ 0.7 Oe/ −2.1Ϯ 0.4 Oe; they were calculated at +35Ϯ 5 Oe/ −25Ϯ 5 Oe. In this case, the DW is always pinned in the side of the trap ͑f1͒. This fact, together with a direction-dependent depinning field, is characteristic of a potential barrier. The non-negligible value of H d − indicates the presence of side wells. Both simulations and experiments show that as the DW is pushed through the barrier, the bottom wide side of the DW is more free to move than the top narrow side, and the leading edge of the DW is the wide side. As in case ͑e͒, the field at which the ATDW transforms into the appropriate type is smaller than H d + . When pulled out of the side well, the simulations on the perfect structures show that both types of DW depin at the same field, keeping their structure. In ͑f2͒, the R-ATDW created in ͑f1͒ remains trapped on the left side of the protrusion as it is pushed toward the right ͑against the central barrier͒, whereas in ͑f3͒, the L-ATDW ͑created in a subsequent run͒ is seen to be trapped on the left side of the protrusion as the field is reversed ͑side well͒.
In ͑g͒, finally, the depinning fields were measured at +31.6Ϯ 1.5 Oe/ −11.2Ϯ 0.5 Oe. They were calculated at Ͼ+65Ϯ 5 Oe/ −36Ϯ 4 Oe. In that case also, the DW experiences a potential barrier with side wells. The simulations on the perfect structures show that any type of DW initialized in the vicinity of such a trap ends up on the side of the trap and in a configuration such that its core magnetization points toward the trap. If a DW is artificially created with its core magnetization pointing away ͑L-ATDW on the left for instance͒, it spontaneously transforms into the appropriate kind ͑H c =0͒ so that an ATDW always has its core magnetization aligned with the applied field when pushed past the main barrier and antialigned when pulled away from the side well. In ͑g2͒, a R-ATDW is compressed against the barrier under a positive field; in ͑g3͒, one side of it remains attached to the side of the trap, while it extends as the field is reversed to pull it away from the side well.
In conclusion, we have studied the depinning of ATDWs from protrusions and constrictions both experimentally using the Fresnel imaging technique and by means of micromagnetic simulations. All possible trap/DW configurations are clearly imaged. The asymmetry of the DW is found to cause only small modifications to the potential disruption found for STDWs by indirect measurements, 5 and as shown in Fig. 1  ͓͑d4͒, ͑e4͒, ͑f4͒ , and ͑g4͔͒, the main features of the potential are preserved ͑well or barrier͒. However, when pinned by protrusions or constrictions placed on one side of the nanowire, one side of the DW ͑wide or narrow͒ is pinned more strongly than the other, the latter being more free to move. This leads to the possibility that an ATDW of a given type transforms into the other type if its leading edge is not the appropriate one for the given direction of movement and if the field required for this transformation is smaller than the depinning field. 
